Current perspectives on the health risks associated with the consumption of advanced glycation end products: recommendations for dietary management
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Abstract: Advanced glycation end products (AGEs) constitute a complex group of compounds produced endogenously during the aging process and under conditions of hyperglycemia and oxidative stress. AGEs also have an emerging exogenous origin. Cigarette smoke and diet are the two main exogenous sources of AGEs (glycotoxins). Modern Western diets are rich in AGEs which have been implicated in the pathogenesis of several metabolic and degenerative disorders. Accumulating evidence underlies the beneficial effect of the dietary restriction of AGEs not only in animal studies but also in patients with diabetic complications and metabolic diseases. This article reviews the evidence linking dietary glycotoxins to several disorders from diabetic complications and renal failure to liver dysfunction, female reproduction, eye and cognitive disorders as well as cancer. Furthermore, strategies for AGE reduction are discussed with a focus on dietary modification.
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Introduction

Advanced glycation end products (AGEs) represent a complex group of compounds derived from the nonenzymatic glycation of proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids formed endogenously but also from exogenous supplies (also referred as glycotoxins).1 Tobacco smoke2 and certain foods rich in glycotoxins that are formed by specific cooking methods3 represent the two major exogenous sources of glycotoxins. The pool of body AGEs reflects the balance between endogenous production and exogenous intake, with the effective mechanisms of AGE detoxification systems as well as their excretion from the kidneys.4,5

AGEs are heterogeneous molecules (Figure 1) that share some common characteristics including the formation of covalent cross-links between proteins, the effect of turning some foodstuffs a yellow-brown color (the ‘browning’ effect), and the ability to generate fluorescence. They have diverse chemical structures but have a common characteristic lysine residue in their molecule. Based on their properties, AGEs can be categorized as: (a) fluorescent and cross-linking AGEs, including pentosidine, crosstine, 2-(2-furoyl)-4(5)-(2-furanyl)-1H-imidazole, glyoxal-lysine dimer, and methylglyoxal-lysine dimer (MOLD); and (b) nonfluorescent and non-cross-linking agents such as N-carboxymethyl lysine (CML), N3-(carboxyethyl)lysine, and pyrraline.6,7

AGEs’ actions are mainly mediated through two classes of AGE receptors with different biological effects (Figure 2). The receptors responsible for their clearance
Figure 1 Chemical structure of some advanced glycation end products (AGEs): crossline, 2-(2-furyl)-4-(5)-(2-furyl)-1H-imidazole (FFI), glyoxal-lysine dimer (GOLD), methylglyoxal-lysine dimer (MOLD), pentosidine, N3-(carboxyethyl)lysine (CEL), N-carboxymethyl lysine (CML), and pyrraline.

Figure 2 Schematic representation of advanced glycation end product (AGE) mechanisms of action.

Notes: Receptor-mediated mechanisms include two different types of receptors: receptors responsible for AGE degradation/detoxification – namely, MSR and AGE-specific receptors – and the multi-ligand receptor for AGEs – receptor for advanced glycation end products (RAGE) – that mediates pro-atherogenic, inflammatory, and immune responses via activation of nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-κB), resulting in the increased expression/synthesis of proinflammatory cytokines such as interleukin (IL)-6, IL-1α, and tumor necrosis factor-alpha. Furthermore, activation of NF-κB leads to increased reactive oxygen species (ROS) production through molecules mediating cross-links with proteins of extracellular matrix.

Abbreviations: IL-1α, interleukin-1α; IL-6, interleukin-6; MSR, macrophage scavenger receptor; NF-κB, nuclear factor-kappa B; RAGE, receptor for advanced glycation end products; TNF-α, Tumor necrosis factor-alpha; VCAM-1, vascular cell adhesion molecule-1.
inflammation, vasoconstriction, and coagulation such as vascular cell adhesion molecule-1, endothelin-1, and thrombomodulin (Figure 2). Apart from the AGE receptor-mediated mechanisms, AGes can form cross-links with basic components in the basement membrane of the extracellular matrix, modifying its structural characteristics (Figure 2).

When defense mechanisms are damaged, as in patients with diabetes mellitus, or when inflammatory mechanisms are upregulated, as in tissues in which AGes are accumulated, the deleterious impact of AGes prevails. This involves pro-oxidant and inflammatory effects that increase intracellular oxidative stress and ROS production; therefore, chronic exposure to AGes may be implicated in a broad spectrum of diseases through inflammation and propagation of tissue damage.

This review focuses on the impact of dietary glyco-toxins in the pathogenesis of several diseases. We also review therapeutic management, focusing mainly on food restriction, which appears to have beneficial effects on the adverse effects of these harmful molecules.

**Dietary glyco-toxins**

Approximately 10% of consumed AGes are absorbed though the intestine. One-third of the absorbed AGes are excreted within 48 hours in the urine, whereas the other two-thirds of those absorbed remain in the tissues. The exogenous formation of AGes takes place spontaneously in food under specific cooking methods – predominantly, cooking at high temperature of short duration. Nutrient composition (high lipid and protein content), presence or absence of moisture, and pH are also parameters that affect AGE content. For instance, in dry-heat cooking (grilling, frying, roasting, baking, and barbecuing) over short periods of time, more AGes are formed than in high-moisture cooking (boiling, steaming, poaching, stewing, and slow cooking) over longer periods of time. Table 1 presents the AGE contents of selected food items from a large database provided by Goldberg et al.

It seems obvious that the modification of cooking methods is a sufficient way of reducing a meal’s AGE content. For instance, cooking foods at low temperatures for long time periods in the presence of higher water content – boiling, steaming, poaching, stewing – minimizes the AGE content, compared with broiling or frying. This is of great significance given that dietary AGes have been directly associated with serum and tissue AGE levels in healthy individuals as well as in patients suffering from diabetes and chronic kidney disease. This was even more profound in a study of 26 patients with renal failure undergoing peritoneal dialysis who followed a diet with high versus low AGE content for a short period of time (4 weeks). A significant reduction in serum AGE levels was observed in the group following a low AGE-content diet, whereas in the group on a high AGE diet, a significant increase in serum AGE levels was reported.

Nowadays, conventional diets are considered to provide 25 to 75 mg of AGes, estimated mainly with pyrraline and N-carboxymethyl lysine. Vlassara et al. and Uribarri et al. reported a significant reduction in serum AGE levels of diabetics as well as renal failure patients due to diets low in dietary glyco-toxins. In a human study analyzing the metabolism of Amadori products, only approximately 5% was recovered from the urine and feces.

These data underlie the contribution of nutritional AGes to total body burden and, furthermore, imply a possible mechanism of reducing circulating AGE levels through dietary interventions.

**AGE metabolism and excretion**

The kidney is the organ predominantly responsible for AGE removal. Here the filtered AGes are partially degraded in the tubule system, while those remaining are excreted in the urine. Renal impairment leads to decreased clearance of AGes and their accumulation in tissues, while their plasma levels progressively rise. AGes are shown to affect almost all renal components, with the proximal tubule responsible for AGE catabolism. Data from experimental animal and human studies have confirmed the crucial role

---

**Table 1** Advanced glycation end product (AGE) content in commonly consumed foods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food item</th>
<th>AGE content (μM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salmon, raw (90 g)</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmon, broiled (10 minutes, 90 g)</td>
<td>1,348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef, boiled (1 hour, 90 g)</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef, broiled (15 minutes, 90 g)</td>
<td>5,367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef, stir fried (20 minutes) and broiled (15 minutes, 90 g)</td>
<td>6,166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken, boiled (1 hour, 90 g)</td>
<td>1,011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken, broiled (15 minutes, 90 g)</td>
<td>5,245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beans, red kidney, raw (100 g)</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beans, red kidney, canned (100 g)</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White potato, boiled (25 minutes, 100 g)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French fries (100 g)</td>
<td>1,522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broccoli (100 g)</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomato (100 g)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple (100 g)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Data derived from Goldberg et al. AGE content denotes kilounits per serving; AGE measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay using an antibody against N-carboxymethyl lysine.
of the kidneys in the metabolic regulation and clearance of glyco toxins.12,15,24

It has been shown that AGEs in the kidney originate either from the circulation, are generated from intrarenal proteins, or are due to impaired AGE-removal mechanisms. The role of the kidney in trapping AGEs was shown after chronic intravenous infusion of AGE (CML)-modified rat albumin in normal rats. The AGE content of the kidneys increased by 50% in the treated animals compared with in the control ones.25 Interestingly, this process resulted in widening of the basement membrane, increased glomerular tuft volume, mesangial extracellular matrix expansion, glomerulosclerosis, and albuminuria.25

In addition to renal tissues, the liver is also a site of metabolism and degradation of AGEs, predominantly through a scavenger receptor mechanism expressed in hepatic sinusoidal cells and to lesser extent Kupffer cells.26-27 After the intravenous administration of AGE-modified bovine serum albumin in a rat experimental model, Smedsrød et al demonstrated a rapid and almost exclusive accumulation in liver endothelial cells (60% uptake) and to lesser extent Kupffer cells (25% uptake), while parenchymal cells accounted only for approximately 10%–15% of hepatic deposition.26 This endocytic uptake is mediated by a scavenger receptor whose function has been shown to be negatively modulated by AGEs.28 Besides its pivotal role in AGE degradation, the liver has the potency to generate low levels of inflammatory molecules, causing oxidative stress and, in the case of AGEs, is presumed to contribute to inflammatory processes through the activation of RAGE after interaction with its ligands (AGEs) in hepatocytes and hepatic stellate cells.29

Implications for health

Nowadays, AGEs are implicated in the pathogenesis of several disorders from diabetic complications and renal failure to female reproduction, liver disorders, neurodegenerative, and eye diseases as well as cancer. The pathological role of food-derived AGEs in various types of disorders is analyzed following.

AGEs and diabetes

It is now well-documented that AGEs are related to the progression of diabetic complications including diabetic nephropathy, diabetic peripheral neuropathy, diabetic cardiomyopathy and peripheral arterial disease, diabetic ocular disease, and atherosclerotic disease.30 Dietary glyco toxins have been shown experimentally to contribute to the development of type 2 (T2D) diabetes,5 and animal studies with rodents following a high AGE diet for a long period of time document the induction of insulin resistance and T2D.31,32

In diabetes patients, restriction of dietary-glycotoxin intake has been shown to decrease inflammatory markers,33 improve insulin resistance, and lower plasma insulin levels.33 Furthermore, it has been associated with lower leptin and increased adiponectin levels, as well as altered AGE-receptor expression (decreased RAGE and increased AGE-R1 expression),3 while impaired vascular and endothelial function has been reported following a high AGE meal.34,35

AGEs and kidney disease

Chronic kidney disease and AGEs participate in what has been termed a “vicious cycle”, as this condition is associated with increased oxidative and carbonyl stress – that is, the production of reactive carbonyl compounds and AGEs. AGEs and other carbonyl-modified proteins, in turn, contribute to the further decline of renal function.36 This vicious cycle is implied, as in patients with end-stage renal disease, serum AGE levels are elevated,37,38 and, in turn, AGEs contribute to further decrease of the glomerular filtration rate. Several studies have demonstrated the mechanisms via which AGEs can damage the kidneys, either through AGE-RAGE interaction, deposition of AGEs, or by in situ glycation.39,40

Kidney disease has been linked to the decreased excretion of an oral load of AGEs, resulting in an inverse correlation between renal function and serum levels of AGEs.41 AGE-induced renal injury is due to renal cellular-signaling alterations, mainly through the interaction of AGEs with their receptor, RAGE. Protein kinase C, mitogen-activated protein kinase, and NF-κB are some of the signaling molecules involved in the tissue injury related to AGE pathways.42 In addition, tubular expression of connective tissue growth factor via the tissue growth factor-beta-independent RAGE-ERK/p38- mitogen-activated protein kinase-Smad3 cross-talk pathway is another way through which AGEs are involved in renal injury.43 Moreover, AGEs directly affect the structural integrity of the renal tissue through the cross-linking of matrix proteins (collagen).42,43

In podocytes, the AGE–RAGE interaction induces the upregulation of monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 expression, while MCP-1 gene transcription has been shown to be regulated by NF-κB and SP1 protein, and this interaction results in the generation of intracellular ROS.44

Dietary AGEs have also been shown to contribute to kidney disease, as demonstrated in studies of patients with renal failure with dietary restriction of glyco toxin intake. In patients with renal failure, dietary glyco toxins were
positively associated with high AGE serum levels. Thus, dietary restriction of AGEs may contribute to the reduction of AGE-related renal injury and associated mortality, through several mechanisms including the reduction of oxidative stress and inflammation.

Moreover, a study which included a female rat model that exerted the metabolic and hormonal characteristics of women with hyperandrogenemia, suggested that dietary glycotoxins, in combination with increased androgen exposure, exert a more profound negative impact on the kidney. In addition, the study demonstrated that dietary glycotoxins and androgen excess induce an inflammatory environment for the kidney, which could further aggravate its structure and function.

**AGEs and liver disease**

Several human and experimental studies have shown an association between AGEs with several hepatic disorders from simple steatosis, and biochemical aberrations to hepatic cirrhosis. In patients with nonalcoholic steatohepatitis, AGEs were histochemically documented in the liver, and serum levels of AGEs were related to the severity of liver dysfunction.

Experimental studies of AGE administration in rodents confirm their increased liver tissue deposition parallel to an increase in the hepatic expression of RAGE and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), which is implicated in hepatic fibrosis. In another study of male mice, the long-term administration of a low AGE-content diet was related to enhanced expression of AGE-R1 and decreased RAGE expression in the liver tissue parallel to a beneficial effect on oxidative stress and extended lifespan, compared to rodents following an isocaloric diet of standard AGE content. Furthermore, in a mouse model of high-versus-regular AGE-content diet, signs of liver inflammation were observed in the high AGE content diet subgroup.

**AGEs and polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS)**

The elevated levels of serum AGEs observed in PCOS women associated positively with insulin-resistance indices, testosterone, and anti-Müllerian hormone levels when compared with healthy age- and body mass index-matched women. This is a unique characteristic in women with PCOS as opposed to those who experience only some of the clinical features of the syndrome. These observations, combined with the immunohistochemical evidence of increased AGE deposition in human polycystic ovaries, imply a possible direct impact of AGEs in the ovarian physiology of women with PCOS.

Dietary AGEs are also considered to have an impact on PCOS pathophysiology, since evidence has been provided from animal studies with AGE-enriched diets. In those experiments, animals fed with enriched AGE diets had an increased immunohistochemically documented accumulation of AGEs in ovarian tissue and elevated serum levels and this was associated with an impaired hormonal and metabolic profile expressed as elevated insulin and androgen levels, compared to animals fed a low AGE-content diet. The potential involvement of dietary AGEs to PCOS pathophysiology is implied from a recent study of women with the syndrome who followed specific, consecutive, nutritional interventions for short period of time based on diet AGE content (high and subsequently low AGE content). As shown by researchers, a disturbed metabolic and hormonal profile expressed as elevated insulin and testosterone and increased markers of insulin resistance and oxidative stress was observed in women with PCOS following the diet high in AGE content compared to preceding levels during a regular hypocaloric diet. On the other hand, the low AGE diet seemed to have a beneficial effect on oxidative stress. Along these lines, in vivo studies of PCOS-like animal models, PCOS-like models, fed with high AGE diets showed that androgens and dietary AGEs have a synergistic effect on the intra-ovarian detoxifying system operated by glyoxalase-1, resulting in the increased deposition of AGEs in ovarian tissues. In addition, a high AGE diet compromises the expression of the scavenger receptor in peripheral blood monocytes and therefore interferes with the clearance mechanisms and subsequently contributes to loading the tissues with AGEs.

A recent study of human granulosa KGN cells cultured with variable concentrations of human glycated albumin or insulin revealed a novel interference between AGEs with insulin intracellular signaling and glucose transport in the ovarian microenvironment. The AGEs showed a direct inhibitory effect on insulin signaling in the human granulosa cells, resulting in the prevention of the membrane translocation of GLUT4. Therefore, intra-ovarian AGE accumulation, from endogenous or exogenous sources, may contribute to the pathophysiology of states characterized by anovulation and insulin resistance such as PCOS.

These in vitro observations may prove to be even more important on clinical grounds, since AGEs have been shown to be present in the umbilical cord blood. In pregnant women with PCOS and with gestational diabetes, the mother’s AGE serum levels have been shown to correlate with the infant's levels as well as with other oxidative molecules, findings.
which suggest that the mother’s oxidative stress affects the infant’s environment.61

AGEs and neurological disorders
AGEs have been related to the pathogenesis of several neurological degenerative diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis as well as peripheral diabetic polyneuropathies.62 The pathophysiological mechanism involved is believed to be related to pathological amyloid glycation and the induction of oxidative stress leading to potential neurotoxic effects.62

A probable involvement of oral AGES in the initiation and progression of cognitive aberrations is proposed by animal data showing systemic and brain changes in old mice following chronic exposure to a neurotoxic methyl-glyoxal diet.63 Moreover, these effects are probably mediated through an inhibitory effect on Sirtuin 1 (SIRT1) gene expression that has been shown to be related to cognitive decline and Alzheimer’s disease. In humans, a reduced intake of food-derived AGES has been considered an effective strategy to prevent neurodegenerative diseases given that in subjects over 60 years old an association has been shown between high serum AGES and cognitive decline.63

AGEs and eye diseases
AGEs are also involved in vision loss, and have been linked with macula degeneration, cataract formation, diabetic retinopathy, and glaucoma.64

The pathogenetic mechanisms involved include AGE accumulation in ocular tissues where they mediate the aberrant cross-linking of extracellular matrix proteins and the disruption of endothelial junctional complexes that affects cell permeability and mediates angiogenesis. Moreover, AGES severely affect cellular metabolism by disrupting adenosine triphosphate production, enhancing oxidative stress, and modulating the gene expression of anti-angiogenic and anti-inflammatory genes.64 A recent study demonstrated the direct impact of a high AGE diet on the ocular tissues of normal rats of different ages.65 In that study, it was demonstrated that increased peripheral AGE levels were positively correlated with significant increased tissue immunoreactivity of AGES and RAGE in retinal and uveal tissues associated with increased retinal VEGF-A expression.65 Furthermore the upregulation of RAGE and VEGF-A expression was observed in the ocular tissue of both baby and adult animals fed with a high AGE content diet, suggesting that dietary AGES can have negative effects on eye tissues regardless of age.65

AGEs and cancer
The potential involvement of AGES in cancer risk, development, and disease progression is largely undetermined and remains to be elucidated. In vitro studies of breast, prostate, and lung cancer cell lines imply a possible contribution of AGES to cancer proliferation, migration, invasion, and survival.66-68 Human studies are yet inconclusive but significant observations have been reported. Detection of AGES has been reported in various human tumors69 and, interestingly, a higher accumulation of AGES has been observed in malignant tissues (such as prostate cancer) compared to benign ones.70 Some epidemiologic studies suggest an inverse association between soluble AGES and the risk of pancreatic71 and colorectal cancer,72 while other studies have failed to report similar effects.73 A suggested molecular link between glycotoxins and cancer biology involves the activation of an inflammatory cycle of persistent oxidative stress that favors cancer development.74

Strategies for AGE reduction
As previously described, accumulating evidence from animal studies as well as clinical studies in diabetic patients and healthy individuals converge on the observation that the dietary intake of foods with a high AGE content predisposes to inflammation and deteriorating biological effects, whereas AGE restriction seems to have an opposite, beneficial impact. In line with this, several researches have been conducted over the last decades to investigate possible strategies to influence the AGE pathway (Table 2). However, despite the wide range of promising pharmacologic agents for AGE reduction, like blockade of AGE formation, cross-link breakers, RAGE blockade, and others, human studies are scanty and are in an experimental state, including clinical trial studies, therefore their clinical application has not been established. Most experimental data – both in vitro and in vivo – as well as clinical studies, converge to suggest the significance of dietary AGE restriction. Therefore, the current strategy to avoid the body accumulation of AGES is mainly to decrease their intake (via diet restriction and tobacco avoidance or cessation).

Dietary restriction of AGES
Dietary restriction of the consumption of AGES from exogenous sources through modifications in eating habits may reflect an initial, effective therapeutic intervention in the management of several AGE-related disorders as indicated, so far, by many animal and human studies of dietary AGE restriction.75-77


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism of action</th>
<th>Therapeutic agent</th>
<th>Biological effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dietary restriction of AGE</td>
<td></td>
<td>Animal studies&lt;sup&gt;11,30,75–77&lt;/sup&gt; Prevents/Improves Insulin resistance Abdominal obesity/body weight Diabetes mellitus type 2 Diabetic nephropathy Diabetic-impaired wound healing Extends life span Human studies Healthy subjects&lt;sup&gt;76–80&lt;/sup&gt; ↓ Basal oxidative stress ↓ Inflammation ↓ Serum AGes Improves markers of insulin resistance Subjects with diabetes or renal failure&lt;sup&gt;13,15,34&lt;/sup&gt; ↓ Serum AGes ↓ Inflammation Improves vascular function and insulin resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockage of AGE formation</td>
<td>Aminoguanidine&lt;sup&gt;83–85&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies ↓ Retinopathy ↓ Nephropathy ↓ Neurupathy ↓ Nephropathy ↓ Diabetic cardiovascular dysfunction ↓ Nephropathy ↓ Dyslipidemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockage of AGE formation</td>
<td>N-(2-Acetamido Methyl) hydrazinecarboximide amide hydrochloride (ALT-946)&lt;sup&gt;87&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies ↓ AGE ↓ Diabetic cardiomyopathy and atherosclerosis ↓ Nephropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockage of AGE formation</td>
<td>3-benzyloxy carbonylmethyl-4-methyl-thiazol-3-ium bromide (C36)&lt;sup&gt;88&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockage of AGE formation</td>
<td>Pyridoxamine&lt;sup&gt;90,91&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockage of AGE formation</td>
<td>N-(2-Acetamido Methyl) hydrazinecarboximide amide hydrochloride (ALT-946)&lt;sup&gt;87&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockage of AGE formation</td>
<td>3-benzyloxy carbonylmethyl-4-methyl-thiazol-3-ium bromide (C36)&lt;sup&gt;88&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockage of AGE formation</td>
<td>Pyridoxamine&lt;sup&gt;90,91&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockage of AGE formation</td>
<td>N-(2-Acetamido Methyl) hydrazinecarboximide amide hydrochloride (ALT-946)&lt;sup&gt;87&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockage of AGE formation</td>
<td>3-benzyloxy carbonylmethyl-4-methyl-thiazol-3-ium bromide (C36)&lt;sup&gt;88&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockage of AGE formation</td>
<td>Pyridoxamine&lt;sup&gt;90,91&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-link breakers</td>
<td>N-phenacylthiazolium (PTB)&lt;sup&gt;92&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies ↓ AGE ↓ AGE ↓ AGE ↓ AGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-link breakers</td>
<td>Alagebrium (ALT-711)&lt;sup&gt;93,94,96&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies ↓ AGE ↓ AGE ↓ AGE ↓ AGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-link breakers</td>
<td>N-phenacylthiazolium (PTB)&lt;sup&gt;92&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies ↓ AGE ↓ AGE ↓ AGE ↓ AGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-link breakers</td>
<td>Alagebrium (ALT-711)&lt;sup&gt;93,94,96&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies ↓ AGE ↓ AGE ↓ AGE ↓ AGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAGE blockade</td>
<td>sRAGE&lt;sup&gt;100–103&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies ↓ Diabetic atherosclerosis and retinopathy (sRAGE) Antioxidative properties – prevention of diabetic vascular complications?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAGE blockade</td>
<td>Antihypertensive drugs&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Antioxidative properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAGE blockade</td>
<td>PEDF&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Antioxidative properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAGE blockade</td>
<td>Statins&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Antioxidative properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAGE blockade</td>
<td>Bisphosphonates&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Antioxidative properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAGE blockade</td>
<td>PARP inhibitors&lt;sup&gt;104,105&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Animal studies ↓ Early peripheral diabetic neuropathy Improve endothelial and myocardial function ↓ AGE levels in chronic renal failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other agents</td>
<td>Kremezin (AST-120)&lt;sup&gt;106&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Other agents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** PARP, poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase; PEDF, pigment-epithelium-derived factor; RAGE, receptor for advanced glycation end products; sRAGE, soluble receptor for advanced glycation end products; ↓, decrease/reduce.

In experimental studies, a reduction in the intake of exogenous, food-derived glycotoxins has been linked to a beneficial effect on insulin sensitivity, abdominal obesity, and body weight regulation, and, furthermore, has been shown to have a protective effect against T2D. In diabetic rodents, dietary AGE restriction was shown to improve diabetic complications (macroangiopathy vascular disease, diabetic nephropathy, recover healing ability) and has been related to prolonged life expectancy – probably through reduced oxidant stress and organ dysfunction.
AGE restriction in individuals with diabetes and kidney failure for a short period of time decreases inflammation and has a beneficial effect on the endothelium and insulin sensitivity.\textsuperscript{3,15,34} In healthy individuals, lower AGE intake has been related to lower serum AGE levels\textsuperscript{79} and improvement in basal oxidative status, inflammation,\textsuperscript{79} and insulin-resistance markers.\textsuperscript{30} It should be highlighted that, as far as we are aware, AGE restriction studies in humans so far have been performed for relatively short periods of time (approximately 4 weeks),\textsuperscript{78,80} and clinical studies exploring long-term effects are missing.

In conclusion, accumulating evidence suggests the modification of dietary habits as an effective strategy for the alleviation of many AGE-related disorders; however, the evidence, though highly suggestive, is still insufficient to prompt precautions.\textsuperscript{81} The restriction of glycotoxin consumption and the recognition of foods with high AGE contents require constant communication between the scientific community, authorities, and public in order to inform consumers about the potential hazardous effects of AGE consumption and reinforce the importance of reducing dietary AGES.

General practices for lowering dietary AGE intake (Table 3) include the consumption of foods with low AGE contents (such as fruits and vegetables, seafood, whole grains, bread, low-fat milk) while avoiding or reducing the consumption of high AGE content food (including sugary items such as candy, cookies, and beverages; highly processed foods, such as packaged meats, cheese, and snack-type foods; and fats, including butter, full-fat cheeses, and fried foods), adaptation of specific cooking methods (such as cooking foods at low temperatures with high moisture – boiling, stewing, poaching, stewing – for a relatively long period of time) and adoption of healthy lifestyle habits (such as exercise, maintaining normal body weight, and cessation of tobacco consumption).

### Blockage of AGE formation

Blockage of AGE formation has been considered as a potential anti-A GE therapeutic strategy targeting the initial steps of AGE formation. Aminoguanidine was first studied as a compound with potential AGE-inhibiting properties\textsuperscript{82} and has been shown to be effective in preventing diabetic complications in various animal studies, such as those on retinopathy\textsuperscript{83} and nephropathy.\textsuperscript{84} Further, it has been shown to ameliorate neuropathy even in normal rodents.\textsuperscript{85}

N-(2-Acetamidoethyl) hydrazinecarboximidamide hydrochloride (ALT-946) is another compound that has been studied with reference to its renal protective effects,\textsuperscript{86,87} while 3-benzyloxy carbonylmethyl-4-methyl-thiazol-3-ium bromide (C36) was shown to improve markers of cardiovascular system function in a group of streptozotocin-induced diabetic rats.\textsuperscript{88} Hydroxymethylglutaryl-coenzyme A reductase inhibitors (statins) and pyridoxamine, the natural form of vitamin B6, are among the substances shown to be effective at inhibiting AGEs in diverse ways.\textsuperscript{89–91}

### Putative cross-link breakers

Breaking collagen cross-links has been thought a possible therapeutic approach against AGE-provoked unfavorable biological outcomes. The first study on AGE breakers with a rational design was published in 1996 by Vasan et al.\textsuperscript{92} The strategy was based on the design of compounds able to covalently react and then cleave the alpha-dicarbonyl derivatives which were proposed as intermediates of AGE formation. The prototype was identified as N-phenacylthiazolium and was shown to cleave cross-links.\textsuperscript{92} A consecutive derivative of N-phenacyltiazolium (alagebrium [3-phenacyl-4,5-dimethyl-thiazolium chloride] or ALT-711) has been examined in view of its ability to attenuate diabetes-associated myocardial structural abnormalities in rats.\textsuperscript{93} In a series of studies with diabetic animal models, alagebrium was demonstrated to have a beneficial effect on diabetic complications – renal disease, diabetic cardiomyopathy, and atherosclerosis.\textsuperscript{94} AGE breakers have been shown to improve arterial compliance\textsuperscript{95} and several parameters of cardiac function in patients with stable diastolic heart failure.\textsuperscript{96}

### RAGE blockade

Blockage of the ligand–RAGE axis is another promising therapeutic approach based on the fact that a significant part of oxidative stress in cells is provoked by exposure to...
AGEs via RAGE. Blockage of this axis can be achieved either by inactivating RAGE using high-molecular-weight substrate analogs, low-molecular-weight inhibitors, or anti-RAGE antibodies, or by inhibiting the signal transduction pathway that follows the ligand–RAGE interaction. Substances believed to have a suppressive effect on RAGE expression are several categories of antihypertensive drugs (calcium-channel blockers, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors, angiotensin II receptor blockers), antidiabetic agents (thiazolidinediones), and cholesterol-lowering drugs (statins). Theoretically, the group of agents that could potentially suppress the RAGE axis consists of the soluble form of RAGE (soluble receptor for advanced glycation end products [sRAGE]); antihypertensive drugs – telmisartan, ramipril, olmesartan, candesartan, losartan, valsartan, nifedipine; pigment epithelium-derived factor; statins; inhibitors of cholesterol synthesis; and nitrogen-containing bisphosphonates used as anti-osteoporotic drugs. The beneficial effects of sRAGE on the development and progression of diabetic atherosclerosis have been documented in animal models of diabetic apolipoprotein E-null mice. Furthermore, a favorable effect of sRAGE administration on diabetic retinopathy has also been described.

Other agents

Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitors have been shown to ameliorate early peripheral diabetic neuropathy as well as endothelial and myocardial function in experimental studies of laboratory animals. Another possible therapeutic approach against the AGE pathway is through agents inhibiting glycotoxin absorption. An example of such is provided by AST-120, an oral adsorbent, which has been shown to exert a beneficial effect on chronic kidney disease by eliminating uremic toxins. Furthermore, its ability to lower serum AGE levels by binding to CML has been reported in patients with chronic renal failure.

Orlistat, an inhibitor of intestinal lipases, has been shown to have a beneficial effect on serum AGE levels and metabolic profile in obese women with PCOS and in obese control women. Finally, inhibitors of advanced glycation acting as potent endoplasmic reticulum stress modulators have been reported to have beneficial effects on metabolic dysfunction.

Conclusion

Dietary AGEs represent a class of proinflammatory and oxidative stress-promoting agents implicated not only in normal aging and diabetes, but also in a wide spectrum of diseases. A common pathogenetic mechanism in many AGE-related disorders is the induction or deterioration of oxidative stress that is mainly mediated through the activation of the AGE–RAGE axis and/or through the suppression of internal defensive systems. Furthermore, chronic exposure to dietary AGEs is speculated to act as an additional, aggravating factor for tissue injury and deleterious biological effects. In the modern society, AGE consumption – as component of modern Westernized fast and high-temperature cooked diets – is excessive. Therefore, AGE restriction is now recognized as a necessary intervention. Prospective studies are needed to clarify whether dietary AGEs significantly contribute to oxidant stress. Furthermore, it is of great significance to determine whether the modulation of dietary AGE content has beneficial effects on certain clinical conditions. Restriction of food-derived AGEs through diet and tobacco consumption reflects an efficient approach to avoid body accumulation of AGEs. It remains to be proven whether therapeutic agents targeting AGE formation, AGE cross-linking, and AGEs–RAGE interaction will be approved for use in clinical practice.
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